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tiflcial drainage of his farm.
8. Number of cows, hnrsw, phpn.
chickens and other domestic animals
on the farm January 1, 1920?
9. Quantity and acreage of all crops
grown on the farm in 1919, includ
ing fruits and vegetables?
10. Quantity of milk and butter
soia on tne farm during - the year
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LEAGUERS

1919?
11. Acreage 6f timber land on farm
and value of forest products.
"How
Enumerators Announced

CONTINUED TO JANUARY 1ST. BIG REDUCTIONS THROUGHOUT THE STORE

- By Henry It. Farrell
'
i
'(United Press staff correspondent)
"How old is Freddie?" and
New York, Dec. 29. Walter John
many cows do you possess?" are not As'a result of the examinations for son, "the Ola reliable of the Senacensus enumerators held in November
joint questions, but will have to be the
following persons have received tors, has won the 1919 pitching crown
answered soon by Mr. and Mrs. Gen appointments for the work
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eral Public when the enumerators county:
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persons
being:
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and the
Baldwin, J. Clark Tibbete, Mrs. Effle in the younger circuit, according to
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Mrs. the averages released today by Presimany
are
questions
which
there
other
Ardel K.
G. M. Voris, 8. dent Ban Johnson. He pitched 290
Uncle Sam desires to have answered S. East, Lawrence,
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Clarence
J hits in 89
In order to be fully informed concern Moores, Mrs, Elsie Khoten.
, games, issued 51 passes; struck out
lag the "Great American Citizen.
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Robert
Peterson.
' Many persons,
147; hit seven batters, all for an av
especially those Of
Aurora Bahne Paulson.
erage of 1.49.
:
foreign birth often labor under misBreitenbush
D.
Austin
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Eddie Clcotte, star iron man of the
apprehensions concerning Xh
trus
Brooks
Charles
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White Sox 1b second with 1.82. Then
purpose of the census, according to
Butteville-M3- us
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Wellman, St. Louis, 3.07; Mays, New
the experience of enumerators in preCentral
and
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North
Colum
York, 1.10; Sothoron, St. Louis, 2.20:
vious years. Many exhibit a desire to bus A. Mulkey.
Enzmann, Cleveland, 2.30; Coveleskie
avoid the .information collectors,
Champoeg, Fairfield and St. Paul
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thinking that" the data secured will Granville F.
Hurd.
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Leads Strike Out List
be used to affect increased taxation,
Chemawa, Fair grounds and Engle- Johnson was also the "strike out
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R.
English.
Katherine
king"
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Shaw, his team mate, was sec
ington, through the bureau of the
and Salem Heights Hilda ond with 126 and Claude Williams,
census, wishes to. reassure all who B. Crolsan
Anderson.
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doubt the census motive that census
Donald Frederick G. B. Green,
with 125.
information cannot tinder any
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Send

or Bring your PREMIUM COUPONS for the

To be given away New Year's Eve. Place your coupons in an envelope, mark
your name and amount on the outside and send them to this store before Wednesday, December 31st. The party holding the largest amount of these coupons will receive the beautiful
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If you fail to take advantage
'
of this sale
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ONCE MORE WE WILL DEMONSTRATE TO THE PEOPLE WE CAN
REALLY SELL GOODS AT

MONEY SAVING PRICES

V

-
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29, 1919.
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LARGEST CROWDS AND YOU WILL EVENTUALLY GET TO
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TWO CARLOADS OP MATTRESSES JUST
RECEIVED ON SALE AT GREATLY
REDUCED PRICES
IF YOU NEED A MATTRESS
:; !
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BUY NOW
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SPEOAI
A Man's All Wool

-

Undergarment

SI Floss, sale price
Regular $25L50 Felted, sale price
Regular $22.50 Hess, sals price :
Regular $16.50 Felt, sale price
Regular $35.00

per
garment
Oar Rega!ar J4.65 Seller
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$1795
$16.90

- $12 95
"

STORES
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Regular $14.00 Best Roll
Edge Combination

Regular $7.50 Combination

(St $MM&,
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$3.35,
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$10.SS

Regular $10.50 Rell Edge
Coaibination

Rarm'cnt! Surelv that is worth
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